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Abstract Lability concepts are elaborated for metal com-
plexes with soft (3D) and hard (2D) aqueous nanoparticles.
In the presence of a non-equilibrium sensor, e.g. a
voltammetric electrode, the notion of lability for
nanoparticulate metal complexes, M-NP, reflects the ability
of the M-NP to maintain equilibrium with the reduced con-
centration of the electroactive free M2+ in its diffusion layer.
Since the metal ion binding sites are confined to the NP body,
the conventional reaction layer in the form of a layer adjacent
to the electrode surface is immaterial. Instead an
intraparticulate reaction zone may develop at the particle/
medium interface. Thus the chemodynamic features of M-
NP complexes should be fundamentally different from those
of molecular systems in which the reaction layer is a property
of the homogeneous solution (μ= (DM/ka

′)1/2). For molecular
complexes, the characteristic timescale of the electrochemical
technique is crucial in the lability towards the electrode sur-
face. In contrast, for nanoparticulate complexes it is the dy-
namics of the exchange of the electroactive metal ion with the
surrounding medium that governs the effective lability to-
wards the electrode surface.
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Introduction

Aqueous nanoparticles (NPs) generally carry electric
charge and may have unique ionic reactivity which
can even outweigh the reactivity of the molecular coun-
terparts [1, 2]. Their physicochemical features are a con-
sequence of the reactive sites being spatially confined to
the particle body (3D case) or the particle surface (2D),
either of them being at a potential different from that in
the bulk medium. Accordingly, NPs are finding wide
application in e.g. medicine and consumer goods [3].
The diverse range of NPs includes those of natural or-
igin, e.g. humic substances and proteins, and various
types of engineered NPs, e .g . TiO2, Ag, and
nanoplastics. The nature of such NPs encompasses hard
(impermeable), core-shell, and soft (permeable) ones.
All of these types of NPs are ubiquitous in environmen-
tal and biological media where their reactivities impact
on the chemical speciation of trace inorganics, e.g. met-
al ions, as well as organic molecules. Thus there is an
urgent need to rigorously understand the chemodynamic
features of nanoparticulate complexants in order to pre-
dict their environmental impact as well as to facilitate
tailoring of their reactivities.

Non-equilibrium speciation techniques, such as vari-
ous electrochemical methods [4], diffusive gradients in
thin f i lm (DGT) [5] , and dynamic sol id phase
microextraction (SPME) [6], provide a measure of the
fluxes and reactivities of species [7–9]. The pertaining
knowledge is operationally formulated in terms of the
lability of the complex species, i.e. the extent to which
complexes dissociate to release free electroactive species
on the timescale of their diffusion towards the sensor
surface, e.g. an electrode or a binding phase [5, 10].
Electrochemical techniques are particularly attractive for
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these studies because a wide range of operational time-
scales is accessible [11], and other processes such as
possible adsorption of NP-bound electroactive species
onto the reactive interface can be probed [12]. In the
case of dispersed particles incorporating electroactive
components, the voltammetric behaviour of individual
particles has been observed via the current peaks that
arise upon their contact with the electrode surface [13,
14]. Here we explore the nature of kinetic currents of
nanoparticulate metal complexes with dissociative limita-
tions in the release of the electroactive species, i.e. the
free M2+.

Lability is involved with the dissociative contribution
of the complex non-reactive species to the analytical sig-
nal of the target reactive species, e.g. the free metal ion or
a free organic molecule. Conventional criteria for lability
are based upon the implicit assumption that the dimen-
sions of the complexing ligand are on the molecular scale
and hence always smaller than the thickness of the non-
equilibrium reaction layer that extends over the sensing
interface. In such cases, the approximative Koutecký-
Koryta (KK) scheme [15–17] has been remarkably helpful
in solving a wide variety of lability issues [17–22]. It
describes the transition from complexation equilibrium
control (with coupled diffusion of the complex species)
to kinetic control (with dissociation rate limitation) at
the reaction layer boundary. However, for nanoparticulate
complexing agents this KK scheme will require reconsid-
eration because the reactive sites are not randomly distrib-
uted over the medium but confined to the particle body.
For a nanoparticulate complex, the nature of lability
seems to be rather concerned with local exchange dynam-
ics of the free metal ion at the particle/medium interface
[23]. The purpose of the present study therefore is to
reconsider the effective lability features for the case of
nanoparticulate metal complexes. In doing so, we shall
focus on the cases of soft (3D) and hard (2D) aqueous
nanoparticulate metal complexes and elaborate the theo-
retical concepts that define their effective lability in elec-
trochemical metal speciation.

Dynamics of metal-NP complexation

The Eigen mechanism for aqueous metal ion complexation by
simple molecular ligands [24] has been elaborated to describe
the overall process of metal ion binding by 3D and 2D NP
complexants [25, 26]. The mechanism distinguishes several
steps, any one of which may be rate-limiting for the overall
association or dissociation reaction as illustrated for the 3D
case in Fig. 1.

It is evident from Fig. 1 that the electrostatic field of a
charged NP can have a significant effect on the operational

magnitude of the various rate constants. Indeed, the asso-
ciation rate of a soft charged NP with an oppositely
charged ionic reactant can be orders of magnitude greater
than that of its molecular counterparts [1, 2]. This property
is a consequence of the effect of the nanoparticulate elec-
trostatic field on (i) the local concentrations of ionic reac-
tants species within the NP body, at partition equilibrium

governed by a Boltzmann accumulation factor, f̅ B, and (ii)
the conductive acceleration of the diffusive supply of ions

with opposite charge sign, described by a factor f̅ el;a. The

effects hold for all types of charged NPs, but are most
dramatic for soft NPs in which the accumulation is in-
volved with the volume of the NP (3D). The details of
the pertaining processes have been elaborated in previous
work [1, 2, 7, 25] and are briefly recalled below. For con-
venience, unless otherwise stated, the expressions refer to
the high charge density regime for the case of κprp > 1,
where κ−1

p is the intraparticulate Debye length [28]. Since

lability at a macroscopic reactive interface is concerned
with the relative rates of metal complex dissociation and
macroscopic diffusive supply towards the interface, we
first formulate the rate expressions in terms of concentra-
tions averaged over the entire dispersion.
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the Eigen mechanism for stepwise
complexation of a hydrated metal ion, Mzþ

aq , with a nanoparticulate

complexant containing charged or uncharged binding sites (S) and
charged sites (−). The +‘s denote the extraparticulate counterionic
atmosphere. The rate constant for diffusive supply, ka,p, applies to
diffusion of Mzþ

aq from the bulk solution to the surface of the

complexant and its crossing of the solution/particle interface to be
incorporated within the particle as a free hydrated ion. The rate constant
for inner-sphere complex formation, k isa , includes the loss of water of
hydration by Mzþ

aq and formation of a chemical bond with site S. In the

high charge density regime, there is rapid interconversion between Mzþ
aq

and the outer-sphere associate Mzþ
aq ⋅S (see text). The dissociative

counterparts for the rate constants are denoted by, kd,p and k isd
respectively. Adapted from [27]
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Complex formation

For the case of diffusive supply of Mz+ towards a spherical
charged NP body, the limiting rate, Ra,p per site S can be
generally written as [27]:

Ra;p ¼ 4πNAvrpDM f̅el;ac
*
Mc

*
S

.
NS mol m−3 s−1

� � ð1Þ

with corresponding rate constant:

ka;p ¼ 4πNAvrpDM f̅el;a

.
NS m3 mol−1 s−1

� � ð2Þ

where c*S is the smeared-out concentration of reactive sites per
unit volume of solution, and NS is the number of reactive sites
per particle; cp is the concentration of particles in the disper-
sion, equal to c*S=NS.

The limiting rate of Eigen type inner-sphere complex for-

mation [29], Ris
a , for the situation in which the Boltzmann

distribution of charged species between medium and particle
is at equilibrium, is given by [30]:

Ris
a ¼ kwVos f̅BNAvc*Mc

*
S mol m−3 s−1
� � ð3Þ

with corresponding rate constant:

k isa ¼ kwVos f̅BNAv m3 mol‐1 s−1
� � ð4Þ

where kw is the rate constant of inner-sphere dehydration of
the metal ion and Vos is the outer-sphere volume per site S.

As already noted, in the high charge density regime the free
metal ion and the outer-sphere associates are electrostatically
nearly equivalent and interconversion between these species is
very fast [1]. Accordingly the outer-sphere formation step
generally is not rate-limiting (Fig. 1).

Complex dissociation

The limiting rate of diffusion of released Mz+ from the spher-
ical particle body into the medium is generally given by

Rd;p ¼
3DM f̅el;d

r2p f
̅

B

c*M;p mol m−3 s−1
� � ð5Þ

where f̅ el;d is the coefficient for conductive diffusion away

from the NP and c*M;p is the smeared-out concentration of

intraparticulate free metal ion. The corresponding diffusion-
controlled rate constant, kd,p, is given by:

kd;p ¼ 3DM f̅el;d 1þ K intc*S
� �.

r2p f
̅

B s−1
� � ð6Þ

whereKint is the conventional intrinsic stability constant of the
inner-sphere complex, usually expressed in terms of smeared-
out concentrations.

The limiting rate of dissociation of inner-sphere com-
plexes, MS, is given by:

Ris
d ¼ k isa

K int f̅B

c*MS mol m−3 s−1
� � ð7Þ

where k isa is given by Eq. 4 and c*MS is the smeared-out con-
centration of MS. The rate constant for inner-sphere dissocia-

tion, k isd , follows as

k isd ¼ k isa
.
K int f̅B ¼ kwVosNAv

.
K int s−1

� � ð8Þ

The overall process in whichM is released from the particle
body involves consecutively dissociation of inner-sphere MS
followed by diffusion of the ensuing M2+ from the particle
into the surrounding medium (Fig. 1). Accordingly, the rate-

limiting step can be governed by either kd,p or k
is
d . We note that

diffusion inside particles with a substantial water content usu-
ally is fast in comparison to extraparticulate diffusion in the
aqueous medium [31].

Lability concepts

Conventional concepts for description of the kinetic features
of metal complexes are concerned with the timescales of pro-
cesses in the bulk volume as well as those at a reactive inter-
face. Bulk volume processes involve the timescale for equili-
bration of partitioning and complexation processes between
the NP and the bulk medium. Processes at a reactive interface,
e.g. an electrode, that reduces free M2+ after its release from
the NP, involve the dynamic nature of the local association/
dissociation reactions of theM-NP in response to the changing
concentration of free M in the surrounding medium. At the
level of a volume complexation reaction in the bulk medium,
we distinguish between a complex system that is (i) dynamic,
i.e. the timescale of interest is much longer than the character-
istic lifetimes of free M and M-NP implying that there is
frequent interchange between these two species, and (ii) inert,
i.e. a change in species concentrations is not followed by sig-
nificant re-equilibration.

Accordingly, a system is dynamic at the level of the volume
complexation reaction if [17]:

k
0
at; kdt >> 1 ð9Þ

where the applicable k
0
a and kd are the composed rate constants

for the overall association and dissociation processes, respec-

tively, and k
0
a = kac*S where c*S is the smeared-out
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concentration of reactive sites in the bulk dispersion (see pre-
vious section).

At the level of an interfacial reaction at an electrode sur-
face, we also need the concept of lability [10], which com-
pares the rate of metal complex dissociation with the rate of
diffusive supply towards the interface.

Lability of metal complexes with simple ligands

We briefly recall the situation for simple ligands with the so-
called lability index, ℒ, formulated as the ratio between the
dissociation rate controlled flux, Jkin, and the diffusive flux
towards the reactive interface, J*dif :

ℒ ¼ J kin
.
J*dif ð10Þ

For ℒ > > 1, the system is labile, i.e. equilibrium is main-
tained on all relevant spatial scales, and the steady-state flux
corresponds to the purely diffusion-controlled coupled trans-
port of the free M2+ and the complex ML:

J*dif ¼ D̅ c*M þ c*ML

� �.
δ̅ mol m−2 s−1

� � ð11Þ

where δ̅ is the mean diffusion layer thickness as determined

by D̅ , the mean diffusion coefficient for the complex system:

D̅ ¼ DMcM þ DMLcML

cM;t
¼ DM

1þ εK 0

1þ K 0

� �
m2 s−1
� � ð12Þ

where ε=DML/DM.
At the other limit withℒ < < 1, the system is nonlabile and

the metal ion accumulation flux is kinetically controlled, i.e.
governed by the rate of dissociation of ML. The ensuing flux
is given by:

J kin ¼ kdc*MLλ mol m−2 s−1
� � ð13Þ

where kd is the rate constant for dissociation of ML, and λ
denotes the thickness of the reaction layer adjacent to the
electrode surface. The reaction layer represents the interfacial
zone in which the equilibrium between free M and the com-
plex ML is distorted [32]. The magnitude of λ derives from
the mobility of free M in the aqueous dispersion, i.e. its diffu-

sion coefficient,DM, and its mean free lifetime 1=k
0
a (where k

0
a

= kac*L.), as well as the mobility of the complexML (≈DL) and
its mean free lifetime (1/kd) [10, 33]:

λ ¼ k
0
a

DM
þ kd

DL

 !−1=2

m½ � ð14Þ

For very stable complexes with εK′ > > 1, the gen-
eral expression for the reaction layer, Eq. (14), reduces
to the well-known equation for the (associative) reaction
layer, μ [33]:

μ ¼ k
0
a

DM

 !−1=2

m½ � ð15Þ

in which μ is determined by the mobility of free M and its
rate of reassociation with a binding site.

The lability index, ℒ, cf. Eq. (10), follows as

ℒ ¼ kdμδ̅
.
D̅ ð16Þ

The above expressions are applicable to smaller electrodes,

e.g. microelectrodes with radius r0, by replacing δ̅ in the ex-

pressions by 1=δ̅ þ 1=r0
� �−1

, so long as r0 remains greater
than μ (see below).

Lability of nanoparticulate metal complexes

For convenience we consider the interface to be an electrode at
a sufficiently negative potential so that the concentration of
freeM2+ in the medium side of the electrode/medium interface
is zero, i.e. a perfect sink. Furthermore we consider the prac-
tically relevant case for which (i) εK′ > > 1 (sufficiently strong
complexes), and (ii) the size of the NP is smaller than the

characteristic dimension of the electrode, i.e. rp < < δ̅ (or r0).

The soft NP case

The reaction layer concept for metal complex species [15, 16]
is based on the rate of reassociation and therefore only has
meaning in the presence of complexing ligand sites, S. Indeed,
the mere existence of a conventional reaction layer will be
confined to local spots along the electrode surface so long as
(parts of) particle bodies are present. On the other hand, each
individual NP may develop its own reaction layer in the form
of an intraparticulate reactive outer shell at the interface be-
tween the NP and the medium. This reaction layer may govern
the rate of release of free metal ions into the medium. The
fundamental notion of the association reaction layer thickness,

Eq. (15), still holds, but the applicable k
0
a for the 3D case now

is the intraparticulate one, i.e.

μNP;3D ¼ k isa cS
DM

� �−1=2

m½ � ð17Þ
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where the pertaining k isa corresponds to:

k isa ¼ kw cM•S

.
cM; fcS

� 	
m3 mol−1 s−1
� � ð18Þ

where cM • S, cM , f and cS are the local intraparticulate concen-
trations of the outer-sphere complexes, the free metal ion and
the reactive sites, respectively. In the high charge density re-
gime (cM • S/cM , f) is of order unity (see above), thus Eq. (17)
reduces to

μNP;3D ¼ DM

.
kw

� 	1=2
m½ � ð19Þ

Accordingly, for rapidly dehydrating metal ions such
as Pb2+ and Cu2+ with kw of the order of 109 s−1 [34],
μNP, 3D is of the order of 10−9 m. This distance is com-
parable to the dimensions of a free metal ion and the
time for diffusion over such distance is the same as that
for an infinitely fast chemical reaction without transport
limitation. In contrast, for a slowly dehydrating metal
ion such as Ni2+, with kw = 3x104 s−1 [34], μNP, 3D is
ca. 2 × 10−7 m, i.e. larger than the radius of the NP
itself. In this situation the kinetics of dissociation will
be an important limiting factor in the rate of release of
Ni2+ into the medium.

Since for macroscopic electrodes δ > > rp, the whole
surface of an individual NP experiences essentially the
same extent of disequilibration in response to the chang-
ing concentration of free M2+ in the steady-state diffu-
sion layer. The outcome is a constant release of M2+ in
all directions finally resulting in an increased metal ion
flux towards the electrode surface. The extent to which
the M-NP can maintain local equilibrium with free M2+

in the steady-state diffusion layer depends on the rela-
tive timescales for dissociation of MS within the particle
body and diffusion of the ensuing M2+ into the sur-
rounding medium. Intraparticulate diffusion generally is
an order of magnitude faster than extraparticulate diffu-
sion [31]. Accordingly, description of the dynamic be-
haviour of 3D M-NP complexes reduces to comparison
of the characteristic timescale for extraparticulate diffu-
sion, τdiff, with that for complex dissociation within the
particle body, τdiss.

The timescale for extraparticulate diffusion is given by:

τdiff ¼ 1
.
kd;p s½ � ð20Þ

where kd,p is given by Eq. (6).
The timescale for complex dissociation within the particle

body, τdiss,

τdiss ¼ 1
.
k isd s½ � ð21Þ

The dynamic index for a nanoparticulate complex, thus
corresponds to:

= 
diff diss/ ð22Þ

where, on the characteristic timescale of the macroscopic experi-

ment (δ̅ =D̅ ), full equilibration of nanoparticulate complexeswith
the surroundingmedium is obtained under conditions of₯ >> 1.

The dynamic index for nanoparticulate complexes is
shown as a function of rp and kw in Fig. 2 for the 3D case.
Two limiting cases can be distinguished, based on the
magnitude of kw:

(i) For a rapidly dehydrating metal ion, e.g. Pb H2Oð Þ2þ6 ,
with kw of the order 1010 s−1, μNP is of the order of
1 nm, i.e. rp >> μNP, and₯ > > 1. The flux of metal from
the NP body towards the electrode surface is then the
diffusion controlled one, Jdiff, given by Eq. (11).

(ii) For a slowly dehydratingmetal ion, e.g. Ni H2Oð Þ 2þ
6 , with

kw of the order of 104 s−1, μNP is larger than the dimen-
sions of most NPs and₯ < < 1. The entire NP body acts
as a reaction layer and the flux of metal from all over its
surface towards the medium is the kinetically controlled
one, Jkin. Since τdiss refers to the timescale for dissociation
of inner-sphere MS within the particle body, Eq. (21), Jkin
is expressed in terms of the local parameters, i.e.

J kin ¼ k isd cMSVp

.
Ap mol m−2 s−1

� � ð23Þ

6

8
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-8.0 -7.5 -7.0
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Fig. 2 Relationship between the metal ion inner-sphere dehydration rate
constant, kw, and the dynamic index for 3D nanoparticulate metal
complexes for a range of nanoparticle radii, rp. The red dashed line
shows the kw at which ₯ = 0.02 and the blue dashed line corresponds
to the kw at which₯ = 50. For illustrative purposes, the binding affinity,
reactive site density and charge density are taken as the same for all rp:
computations are performed for Kint = 1 m3 mol−1, cS = 700 mol m−3,
f̅ B = 5000
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where k isd derives from the local k isa (Eq. (18)) and Kint, cMS is
the intraparticulate concentration of MS, Vp is the volume of
the particle and Ap its surface area.

The hard NP case of surface complexation

For surface complexation reactions, the geometric confine-
ment of the reactive sites to the particle surface means that it
is physically impossible for the local reaction layer to be an
intraparticulate one. Accordingly, either step in the overall
associative and dissociative processes (Fig. 1) may be rate-
limiting. Thus, the limiting step in the association process is
obtained by setting the rate of diffusive supply, Rad,p = (DM/
rpNS) c*M against that for inner-sphere complex formation

Ris
ad ¼ k isadc

*
MΓS, where ΓS is the surface concentration of re-

active sites. It has been shown that the Eigen type complexation
mechanism also applies to aqueous metal ion binding by oxidic
surfaces in aqueous systems [26]. This means that the basic

relationship between k isa and kw (Eq. (4)) remains intact for
formation of oxidic surface complexes provided that the appli-
cable values for Vos and fB are inserted. For the regime of large
excess of surface binding sites over bound metal ions, the ratio
cMS/cM is approximately constant. This situation is often for-
mulated in terms of a linear adsorption “isotherm” for which
the surface concentration of M in the form of MS, ΓM, is line-
arly related to the concentration of free M in the medium, c*M:

ΓM ¼ KHc*M mol m−2� � ð24Þ

where KH is the so-called Henry coefficient. The equilibrium
condition requires that adsorption and desorption rates for c*M
and the corresponding Γ *

M are equal, implying that the com-
posed rate constants for adsorption and desorption, kad and
kdes, are simply related by kad = kdesKH. In the diffusion-
controlled limit we now have only extraparticulate diffusion
with kad,p equal to (DM/rpNS) and the corresponding kdes,p
given by (DM/rpKH). E.g. for the adsorption process, the lim-
iting diffusion rate is DM=rpNS

� �
c*M which should be set

against the limiting rate of formation of MS at the surface,

i.e. k isadc
*
MΓS (cf. Eq. (4)). Thus the ratio DM=rpNS

� �
=k isad

ΓS determines which of the two steps is actually limiting the
rate of surface complex formation. In terms of corresponding
time constants the ratio comes to τad/τdiff with the dissociation/
desorption counterpart following similarly from the ratio

DM=rpKH

� �
=k isdes. These results are basically similar to the

correction coefficient for the overall association and dissocia-
tion rate constants ka and kd as proposed by Pinheiro et al. [23]
and experimentally verified using metal complexes with silica
NPs and surface-functionalized latex NPs [35, 36]. As is clear
now from the present analysis, the derived “lability” is actu-
ally an expression of the local chemodynamics of the particle

in the surrounding medium. Note that for both the 3D and 2D
cases, the chemodynamic features at this level are primarily
governed by the particle’s rate constants for uptake/release of
M which are bulk parameters of the system.

Whilst the extremes of diffusion control and kinetic control
for both soft and hard nanoparticles are clear-cut, the interme-
diate mixed control situation is rather involved. Even for sim-
ple ligands, only numerical solutions are currently available
[37]. For the more involved case of soft nanoparticulate com-
plexes the situation becomes further confounded by the rela-
tive magnitudes of μNP and rp. It is evident from Fig. 2 that
many soft nanoparticulate complexes with aqueous transition
metal ions – with the majority of them having a kw between
107 and 109 s−1 - will fall within the region of mixed diffusive
and kinetic control.

Conclusions and outlook

New chemodynamic concepts are developed to qualitatively
describe the operational lability of soft and hard
nanoparticulate metal complexes. The framework is concep-
tually different from that for molecular scale metal complexes,
for which the applicable reaction layer is that which extends
along the entire sensor surface. In the case of nanoparticle
dispersions such a macroscopic reaction layer is immaterial
because of the inhomogeneous physical distribution of the
metal binding sites over the dispersion volume. Instead, it is
the local dynamics of exchange of freeM between particle and
medium that govern the effective lability of M-NP. For the 3D
case, the chemodynamic features of nanoparticulate metal
complexes are determined by the relative timescales for dis-
sociation of inner-sphere complexes within the particle body
and the ensuing extraparticulate diffusion of the resulting free
M2+ into the surrounding medium. Accordingly, a local reac-
tion layer inside the particle body adjacent to its interface with
the medium is a key element in the interpretation. As the size
of the metal complexes decreases from the nanoparticulate to
the molecular scale, the dynamic criteria presented herein will
transition to the conventional molecular ones. The formulation
of this transition should be a next step in the development of
chemodynamic theory for nanoparticulate complexes.

We note that the analysis herein considers limiting flux
conditions at steady-state. During the initial transient stage,
in which the macroscopic diffusion layer thickness, grows to
its steady-state value, δ, the gradient in the concentration of
M2+ in the surrounding medium is changing. For
nanoparticulate complexes of transition metal ions with dehy-
dration rate constants in the intermediate range, the uptake/
release rates may not be completely independent of the gradi-
ent in M2+ concentration. Accordingly a fully dynamic anal-
ysis will be required to properly define establishment of
steady-state, or the effective timescale in case of a transient

3260 J Solid State Electrochem (2016) 20:3255–3262



technique. In the case of microelectrodes, with characteristic
dimensions smaller than the thickness of the macroscopic
steady-state solution diffusion layer [38], diffusive transport
towards the surface is of a convergent radial nature and thus
steady-state is more rapidly established. Commercial micro-
electrodes typically have dimensions of the order of a few μm,
i.e. still larger than the NP body and hence also larger than the
intraparticulate reaction shell. In such cases the various ex-
pressions given in preceding sections remain applicable with
δ being replaced by the characteristic dimension of the micro-
electrode, e.g. its radius r0. Due to the greater magnitude of
Jdiff the lability of metal complexes with simple ligands is
lower at microelectrodes than that at conventional sized ones
at which planar diffusion prevails [39–41].

The emergence of nano-sized electrodes in recent years
[40, 42–45] generates the situation in which the reactive inter-
face is more comparable in size to many NPs. That is, the
spatial scale over which there is a concentration gradient in
the surrounding mediumwill be comparable to or smaller than
the particle body. Again, this situation will call for a more
sophisticated approach in the distribution of release rates over
the surface of individual particles at different positions with
respect to the nanosensor.

ML, inner-sphere complex with a molecular sized ligand;
MS, inner-sphere complexwith a nanoparticulate reactive site;
NP, nanoparticle; S, reactive site that covalently binds a metal
ion; c*M, bulk concentration of free metal ion Mzþ

aq (mol m−3);

c*M;p, smeared-out concentration of intraparticulate free metal

ionMzþ
aq (molm−3); cM , f, intraparticulate concentration of free

M2+ (mol m−3); cM • S, intraparticulate concentration of outer-
sphere complexes (mol m−3); c*MS, smeared-out concentration
of inner-sphere complexes in the bulk dispersion (mol m−3);
cMS, intraparticulate concentration of inner-sphere complexes
(mol m−3); c*S, smeared-out concentration of binding sites in
the bulk dispersion (mol m−3); cS, intraparticulate concentra-
tion of binding sites (mol m−3); cp, concentration of particles
in the bulk dispersion (mol m−3); ε, ratio of diffusion coeffi-
cients, DMS/DM; δ, mean diffusion layer thickness for Mzþ

aq

and M-NP (m); DM, diffusion coefficient of the metal ion
Mzþ

aq in aqueous solution (m2 s−1); D, weighted average of
the diffusion coefficients of Mzþ

aq and M-NP (m2 s−1); ₯,

dynamic index for nanoparticulate complexes; f̅ B,
Boltzmann equilibrium partitioning factor; f̅ el;a, electrostatic

coefficient for conductive diffusion towards the NP; f̅ el;d,
electrostatic coefficient for conductive diffusion away from

the NP; Γ *
M, equilibrium surface concentration of complexes

for a 2D NP (mol m−2); ΓS, surface concentration of reactive
sites for a 2D NP (mol m−2); Jdif, diffusion controlled flux
(mol m−2 s−1); Jkin, kinetically controlled flux (mol m−2 s−1);
κ−1
p , intraparticulate Debye length (m); KH, Henry adsorption

coefficient (m); Kint, intrinsic stability constant for MS

(m3 mol−1); ka, overall rate constant for complex formation
(m3 mol−1 s−1); ka,p, rate constant for diffusive supply of Mzþ

aq

to a 3D NP (m3 mol−1 s−1); k isa , rate constant for inner-sphere
complex formation from the precursor outer-sphere complex in
a 3D NP (m3 mol−1 s−1); kads,p, rate constant for diffusive

supply of Mzþ
aq to a 2D NP (m3 mol−1 s−1); k isads, rate constant

for inner-sphere complex formation from the precursor outer-
sphere complex at the surface of a 2D NP (m3 mol−1 s−1); kd,p,
rate constant for diffusion of Mzþ

aq away from a 3D NP (s−1);

k isd , rate constant for inner-sphere complex dissociation in a
3D NP (s−1); kdes,p, rate constant for diffusion of Mzþ

aq away

from a 2D NP (s−1); k isdes, rate constant for inner-sphere com-
plex dissociation at the surface of a 2D NP (s−1); kw, inner-
sphere dehydration rate constant of hydrated metal ions (s−1);
ℒ, lability index for molecular size complexes; λ, thickness of
the reaction layer (m); μ, thickness of the association reaction
layer (m); μNP, 3D, thickness of the intraparticulate reaction layer
for a 3D nanoparticle (m); μNP, 2D, thickness of the reaction
layer for a 2D nanoparticle (m); NS, number of binding sites S
per NP; r0, electrode radius (m); rp, particle radius (m); Ra,p, rate
of diffusive supply of Mzþ

aq towards a 3D NP (mol m−3 s−1); Ris
a ,

rate of inner-sphere complex formation in a 3D NP
(mol m−3 s−1); Rad,p, rate of diffusive supply of Mzþ

aq towards a

2D NP (mol m−3 s−1); Ris
ad, rate of inner-sphere complex forma-

tion at the surface of a 2D NP (mol m−3 s−1); Rd,p rate of diffu-
sive efflux of Mzþ

aq away from a 3D NP (mol m−3 s−1); Ris
d , rate

of inner-sphere complex dissociation in a 3D NP (mol m−3 s−1);
Rdes,p, rate of diffusive efflux of Mzþ

aq away from a 2D NP

(mol m−3 s−1); Ris
des, rate of inner-sphere complex dissociation

at the surface of a 2D NP (mol m−3 s−1); τad, characteristic
timescale for adsorption on a 2D NP (s); τdiff, characteristic
timescale for extraparticulate diffusion (s); τdiss, characteristic
timescale for the M-NP dissociation (s); Vos, outer-sphere vol-
ume for an ion pair between Mzþ

aq and an individual site S (m3).
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Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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